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Registrar Lists Gloria Miller
A Honor Roll Wins Quarterly
Contest Award

Le Cercle Francaig
To Present One-Act
Comedy Wednesday

■

The A honor roll for the winter
quarter has been, announced by Miss
Helen Frank, registrar. There are
forty-eight girls on this honor roll, six
of whom made all A's. The girls with
a 3:50 average, or higher are:
Seniors: Irene Hawkins, Elaine
Eunice Silvernian (all A's), Norma
Emily Dunn (all A's), Mary Katherine
Hamilton, Sarah Anne Thompson,
Alice Mae Wilds, Jane Wyatt Rudasill, Doris Ann Tignor, Frances Jean
Goldstein, Carolyn Miller Swank (all
A's), Julia Blosser Grandle, Martha
Pearle McNeer, Cordelia Robbins,
Fannie Claire Bennett, June Payson,
and Janet Eleanor Ross (all A's).
Juniors: Marguerite Jean Coffman,
Eugenia Winslow West, Geneva Ann
Hughes;- and Helen C. Woodfield.
Sophomores: Jo Ann Johnson, Betty
Sue Altman, Barbara Lee Wensel,
Mary Frances Shuler, Phyllis G. Epperson, Ida Audrey Hinton, Mary Lou
Markham, Patsy Belle Zay, Nancy
Warren, Jane Bishop Staples,, and
Betty Marie Amory.
Freshmen: Mildred Eleanor Bushong, Gladys Ethelene Smith, Eleanor
Glynn Tiller, Mary Virginia Horn,
Joan Sprouse, Mary Elizabeth Black,
Jane Elizabeth Tate, Helen Jean Slaughter, Jennie Meath Snowden, Juanita
Duke (all A's), Jean Frances Rainey,
Virginia Doris Rainey, Carol Marie
Thompson, Dorothy Jean Cornblatt,
Kathleen Baldwin Dance, Emily Christine Fleming, and Mary Julias (all
A's).

St. Claire, Massie To
Play For Dance
The annual May Day dance will be
held this year on Saturday, May 4,
announces Nancy Bristow, chairman,
of the Social Committee.
.. The general theme of the dance will
be centered around May Day but the
exact decorations have not yet been
decided.
Jimmy St. Claire will play for the
upperclassmen dance in Reed gym
and Al Massey will play in Ashby
for the freshmen.
Irene Reider and Porter Brown will
lead the figure which will be composed of the members of the May
Court and their escorts.
As yet the chaperones have not
been asked.

Sororities Pledge
Thirteen Girls
By Open Bidding

Gloria Miller, a }unior from West
New York, New Jersey, was selected
as the winner ok the Madison Quarterly Award with her poem,, "With
Malice Toward None." The poem
seeks the help of everyone in saving
the children of today from wars and
hatred.
The award of $50.00 is given annually by the quarterly staff to the student
who contributes the best entry for the
contest. It will be printed in the May
issue of the quarterly.
All entries were judged on the basis
of
Manuscripts such as investigations
and interpretations in cultural, social
and scientic fields, studies in educational philosophy and practice, short
informal sketches, essays and poems,
occasional woodcuts, etchings anjl
photographs and book reviews are
used in Madison Quarterly.
Jane Rudasill, senior and editor of
the 1945-46 Schoolma'am was the
winner of last year's award.

Radio Speech Class
Broadcasts Benefit
Play Over WSVA

president, Dawn Brewer; vice president, Gloria Flora; secretary, Nancy
Twiforl; treasurer, Ruth Younis; historian, Virginia Branch and assistant
historian, Betty Matthews.
To become a member of the Art
club, students must successfully pass
tryouts which will be held next Tues-

day, April 16, at 7:00 p.m. in Wilson
v
On Wednesday, April 17, at 6:15 40.'
p.m. the class in radio speech will present a play over WSVA for the benefit of the Crippled Children's Society
The Clara Barton club held an elecof Virginia.
The cast is: the young wife, Bar- tion of officers at a meeting held in
bara, played by Phyllis Kempfer, March.
about 24 years old is a kind and symThey are: president, Dons Rainey;
pathetic person. She is greatly wor- vice-president, Hilda Adams; secreried because she doesn't have money tary-treasurer, Mary Bay; and proenough to care for her crippled child; gram chairman, Jean Morrison.
crippled child, Patsy, played by Bettie
The Clara Barton club is an organiNorwood, is about eight years old; zation of girls who are in the prethe nurse, Janet, played by Willa nursing curriculum.
MacBuckner, is about 30 years old;
ex-secretary, of Crippled Childrens
Society, Miss Myers, played by Jack- 1149 Students Enrolled
ie Boykin, is a very capable woman
Miss Helen Frank, Registrar, has
about 40 years old; secretary to Miss announced the following enrollment
Myers, Miss Stule, played by Madefigures/or this quarter: day students,
line Heatwole, is about 20 years old;
151;
boarding students, 998. This
Barbara's husband, Walter, is played
by Wildo Miller; the banker is played makes a total of 1149 students as comby Reverend Mr. White.
pared with an enrollment of 1285 last
\
Mary Hudgins and Marjorie Dickie quarter, i
are in charge of the music, while Kathleen Pullen and Susan King supervise
the sound effects. The announcer will
be Betty Sue Altman with Miss Ainslie Harris directing.

Rainey Heads Club

Mr. Auslander,
Versatile Poet,
To Talk Here

Methodist Elect
New Officers

ship worship by Leslie Hall.
Joyce Gillispie is chairman of the
super-supervisors and she will be
assisted by Amy Sanders, Dottie
Gray, and Betty Weller. Barbara Cabe
will be in charge of World Friendship and Bennie Hurst, assisted by
Virginia Lee Ward, will be in charge
of music.
(Continued on Page 4)

By Bertha Boswell
Col. Ronald V. C Bodley received
his education at Eton University, the
West Point of England, and Sandhurst University. A number of years
later he went to Indja where he remained for three years. The following
four years were spent in service during World War I, after which he attended the Paris Peace Conference as
a Junior Delegate.
In Col. Bodley's travels over the
world he has visited the Dutcji East
Indies, Japan, China, Mongolia, Manchuria, the-ySou!th Sea Islands, Japan,
China, Mongolia, Manchuria, and
numerous other places, finally coming
to a rest in Hollywood where for
three years he wrote for the movies.
•Col. Bodley took an active part in
the Second World War and returned
to the United States from Europe in
1942. He then went to work on the
Arabia's section of War Information
with the O. W. I.
When asked why he went to Arabia, Col. Bodley smiled and said, "I
had become tired of wars, politics,

Honor System
Lacks Votes
Following a vote last Monday in assembly on the proposed honor system,
as submitted by a joint committee of
students and faculty, the pole of votes
revealed 538 for and 343 against, approximately a three-fifths majority.
The question as voted on was "Do you
favor the adoption of the proposed
honor system as a part of the Student Government Association, the
honor council to be coordinate with
the Student Council but independent
of the Student Council in its function?"
.
The results of the vote will be presented at the next meeting of the
Student Government Association,
when further action will be discussed.
At the regular faculty meeting last
Tuesday Dr. Armentrout, chairman
of the joint committee, reported on
the results of the student vote.
After a short discussion the faculty
concluded that pending a final decision by students no action was required.

M. Lee To Speak
Martha Lee will be the speaker in
Sunday vesper services using as her
theme "The Day That Changed the
World." Jean Collins will direct the
program.
The University of Virginia students
who will be attending the Methodist
conference during the week after
Easter Vacation will have charge of
the Sunday vesper services on April
28.
Since Dr. Peter Marshall recently
suffered a heart attack it is doubtful
as to whether he will be able to make
his scheduled visit to Madison next
month.

Joseph Auslander, acclaimed America's most versatile poet, will speak
on "Poetry and the More Abundant
Life" in assembly exercises on May 1.
Mr. Auslander was appointed to the
Chair of Poetry in the Congressional
Library in Washington and is undertaking the tremendous task of.> coordinating the scattered poetic energies and activities of the American
people. There he is also striving to
educate the public in the daily uses of
poetry and restoring poetry to its
rightful place in the lives and affections of the American people. He has
also taught at Harvard and Radcliffe
and has been Lecturer on Poetry at
Columbia University for many years.
A native of Philadelphia, Mr. Auslander has been writing poetry since
his under-graduate days. He graduat/ Freshman Class speaker was Coloed from Harvard University with
nel R. V C. Bodley whose topic was
honors, winning the highest, poetry
"The Romantic and Mysterious Saaward and also a prize fellowship to
hara."
the University of Paris.
Colonel Bodley went to his "romanAmong his several penetrating tic and mysterious Sahara," where he
books of verse, is the famous, epic lived for 7 years, because he "was
story of the world's poetry, "The tired of wars and politics and all the
Winged Horse."
complications of modern life." His
60,000,000 friends, the old Arabs ftpm
Arabia, inhabit the "great stretches of
rolling land, silence, and golden sunrises" from Morocco to east Iraq on
the Persian Coast.
Contrary to. the ideas of us Occi-,
and all the complications of modern
dentals,
the SaTiara holds neither
life, and was looking for a place of
sheik
nor
Foreign Legion men; the
peace and quiet. This I found in Araabsence
of
the latter is due to the abbia."
Col. Bodley describes the Arabs as sence- of war among the Arabs. Makpeople w,ho do not understand fus- ing Up the population of the Sahara
sing; therefore never participate in it, Desert are two major groups of peoneither do they understand why peo- ple; the vasis Arabs and the nomadic
ple are always rushing around trying Arabs.
The Moslem faith, which Col. Bodto save time. "They are amazing
horsemen," says Col* Bodley, "They ley adopted while living the Arab's
prefer introducing guests to their life, is a great part of the life of the
horses rathen than to their family." Arabs. An Arab never replies "yes"
Col. Bodley was so captured by the or "no" to a question or a request; he
magic of Arabia's beauty and quiet returns, "If God wills it."
Wearing the comfortable clothes of
that he plans to visit there next spring
and eventually to make it his perman- the Arab and camping in an Arab
tent near good pasture, Q>1. Bodley
ent home.
was
a nomadic Arab >or a shepherd.
Many books have been written by
Col. Bodley, among which are: Wind Hunted—with gun or falcon—from
of the Sahara telling about his life horseback, with his fellow—Arabs,
with the Arabs. It is being made into who are amazing horsemen. ^"Sitting
a movie by 20th Century Fox Studio out" in mid-afternoon on the pasture,
this summer, to be released next aut- Col. Bodley has known lengthy perumn; Messenger, revealing the life of iods of silence from the Arabsr who
Mohammed; The Gray Deserter, a don't "make conversation."
colorless novel about refugees in
Arabs have been smart in formulatManhattan, New York.
(Continued on Page 3)

Col. Bodley Plans Permanent Home
In Arabia Among Beauty And Quiet

Four of the five sororities on campus
rushed and pledged, by tha open bid
Martha Lee was installed president
method, new members last week.
of the Wesley Foundation last SunPi Kappa Sigma received Betty day night at the Methodist church.
Palmer, Jean Cameron, Ramona FawThe other officers installed were:
ley, and Virginia Watson. Alpha Sig- Ellen Rador, vice-president; Betty
ma Alpha pledged Betty Wilkins, Jerry Wilkins, recording secretary; June
Morris, and Barbara Wensel. Alpha Hardy, corresponding secretary; and
Sigma Tau pledged Elinor Short, Laura Walker, treasurer. •
Katherine Robbins, Margaret Price,
The freshman cabinet for the comRuth Younis, and Easley Shuford. ing year will be headed by MarguerSigma Sigma Sigma pledged Miriam ite Berryman, morning worship by
Wilson.
Betty Wilkins, and the Youth FellowTheta Sigma*Upsilon recently elected Mary Lee Moyer as their chapter
representative to the national convention to be held in August in Montreal,
Canada.
Betty Jo Stretchberry was elected
by Alpha Sigma Alpha to represent
the Madison Chapter at their National
Convention to be held in August in
Estes Park, Colorado.

Le Cercle Francais will present "Les
Deux Timides," a one-act comedy in
assembly on April 17.
"Les Deux Timides" is the story of a
typical French girl, Cecile, who finds
herself faced with the difficult job of
encouraging a friendship between "the
two timid ones" of,the story, her father, Monsieur Thibaudier and her
fiance, Monsieur Fremissin. The only
person who is bold enough to outwardly admire Cecile is the unlikable Monsieur Garadux. At the story's climax,
the appealing French mademoiselle
succeeds in promoting a friendship beGLORIA MILLER, winner of the tween these two timid souls.
annual Madison Quarterly Award.
Virginia Wootten will portray Cecile. Her father will be played by Leslie Hall, her fiance by Glenda Allen,
Art Club Holds Elections M.
Garadux by Carrie Lee Moore, and
Dawn Brewer President
the maid by Jane Harris.
The play is under the direction of
At a recent meeting of the Art club
the club's sponsor, Dr. Woelfel.
new officers were elected. They are,
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Col. R. V. C. Bodley
Likes Nomad Lite
With Sahara Arabs
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Honor System Not tost. ..

VIEWS OF
THE NEWS

The vote in last Monday's assembly on the Honor System was
disappointing. It showed a good majority of the students in favor of
establishing such a system. That we failed to have two-thirds majority
voting for an honor system is the disappointing factor. Such a large
favorable vote shows the honor system is far from being a dead issue.
In fact, the more than five hundred girls, who believe in the advantages
• of an honor system and who want an honor system should work to
keep this issue much alive.
Those who voted against it in good faith should be willing to voice
their reasons. The opinions of those who voted "No" will be signposts in correcting and improving the proposed organization.
An honor system for Madison is the means of gaining true selfgovernment, self-respect, and the respect of others for our student
body. We complain about lack of trust and lack of opportunity to
govern ourselves, while we sit idly and let trust on campus as a whole
be undermined by a few.
It will be to the benefit of all if those who are against it will give
their reasons. Our-need for an honor system is not less because of
the vote. Such a vote is encouraging because so^nany girls have considered all angles and want to have our campus live up to the highest
standards of personal integrity.
\
The honor system is very much alive. It is up to us, the students,
to find out and correct the reasons for the "No" vote. Are we going
to allow Madison to miss the boat when already the majority of students believe in our honor?
C. R.

v

_*.-

Bicycles On Campus
Taking as a guide the opinions expressed in last week's column
"Gir.1 About Campus," it seems that a number of Madisonians have
been seriously thinking about the possibility of having bicycles on
campus.
Not only would the privilege of bicycle riding afford us relaxation and exercise which we sorely need; but also pedalling down' a
road on a warm day is just plain old-fashioned fun.
To say nothing of the week-ends, many of us also have free
afternoons, at which time an hour or so riding down one of Harrisonburg's many beautiful lanes would leave us more refreshed to face the
never-ending grind of books.
It is a well-known fact that our outdoor recreational facilities are
scarce. The tennis courts can accommodate only a few. This additional chance to get away from it all will really be appreciated.
Undoubtedly if enough of us showed interest in having bicycles
the student-faculty committee would approve. The first move is ours.
D. D.
story of young doctors in the making,
giving Sonny his opportunity to play
the first straight part of his career as
a doctor appressed by the fear of seeBy SARAH HODGES
•♦♦Paramount introduces Miss Susie ing people die. Miss Lake is' not the
i
Slagle's at the Virginia theater Mon- usual glamour siren but a lovely and
day, Tuesday and Wednesday .featur- courageous nurse who falls in love with
ing a new star in her motion picture Pat Phelan, another promising newdebut, Joan Caulfield. Other stars are comer.
Veronica Lake and Sonny Tufts.
♦♦A Letter for Evie will be shown at
This picture is the heart-warming the State theater Monday and Tues-

SHOWGOER

Peacetime Easter

In. just six more days well be going home for our Easter vacation.
With the bunny rabbit season young girls' thoughts naturally turn to
new clothes, good times and men. All this is very well, but let us not
forget the true meaning of Easter. When we go to church Easter
Sunday, sporting all of our new Easter finery, let's take some time
out to remember why we have a holiday on April 21.
This is our first Easter at peace for four long, war-torn years.
We find ourselves living in a country not marred by bombs or the
tramping feet of conquering armies. We wake up in the morning to
a happy new world and go to bed at night to dream of \ brilliant
future with full stomaches. Let's remember this as we walk in the
Easter parade at the side of a young man who has returned safely
from the battlefront.

Summer Joes Again!
In the spring a college girls thoughts lightly turn to—well, it
could be summer jobs! With this school year almost over/most of
us probably have in mind what we would like to do this summer,
(that is, besides getting a beautiful suntan) and Easter vacation will
provide the time for business letters and interviews which we have
just been putting off for want of more time.
Such positions as playground directors, swimming instructors,
part time secretaries and department and grocery store clerks are open
for school girls and many times experience is not necessary.
With more returning service men seeking employment this summer, it may be somewhat harder to find just the job we want, but "the
early girl gets the job" so let's get started!
M. R.

day with Marsha Hunt as Evie, John
Carroll as the aptly named "Wolf"
Larsen, and Hume Cronyn'as the shy
and lonely McPherson who, posing as
volunteer in the commandos. He spent
By HILTON HAYNES
Member Virginia Intercollegiate Press,' "Wolf," answers the letter, written by
Associated Collegiate Press
the lovelorn Evie who sends it to an The People of Inaia by Kuman Goshal many months in Yugoslovia where
unknown soldier at an army camp in ^This story describes in detail the he had been, given a special assignPublished Weekly by the Student Body the hope of finding romance. However,
ment. He comes from a family of pubmany advances and developments
of Madison College, Harrisonburg, Va.
it gets into the wrong hands making which the people of India have achiev- lishers and writers, being a sort of
Arthur Waugh, well-known essayist
EMILY LEITNER
Editor the dramatic possibilities endless. Tim- ed during their long history. Ameraand publisher. Alexander Woollcott
ANGELINE MATTHEWS.Business Manager id McPherson, who rescues the letter, da, that authoritative survey of eastern
once characterized Evelyn Waugh as
visits
Evie
and
her
roommate
telling
BETTIE NORWOOD
Assistant Editor
problems, stated: "Mr. Goshal's des'"the
nearest thing to a genius among
MARCARET REID.
News Editor that "Wolf" has been sent overseas and cription of the political economic and
the
young
writers that have arisen in
MARJORIE DICKIE
Cartoonist finds that he is in love with the girl of social development of the people of
postwar
England."
' .
ETHEL RADSKIN
Headline Editor his correspondence. "Wolf," discover- India during the pas* 5,000 years is..
PHYLLIS EPPERSON
Desk Editor ing this impersonation, arrives on the packed.with accurate information and Animal Fair by Evelyn West
DUSTY DAVIS
Copy Editor scene to claim the rewards of the fine keenly perceptive analysis presented in
Animal Fair is a first novel by a disCHARLOTTE PARRISH.
Chief Typist picture McPherson has built of him in a vivid, readable style. What makes tinguished new talent, one of the many
LILLIA ASHBY
Circulation Manager his letters to Evie.
this book stand out from others that bright facets of which is a gift for
LYNN MITCHELL
Photographer •At the State Wednesday and Thurs- have covered the same subject is the remarkable characterization which goes
EDITORAL STAFF: Barbara Wensel, day is a stage show presenting Patsy way in which the author makes India's deep into the human spirit. The book
Peggy Thackcr, Jackie Boykin, Mary Jean and her hillbilly pals with the early history meaningful by illuminat- draws its distinguishing flavor from
Virginia Ashby, Nancy Jane Warren, songs and guitars some of us like to ing comparisons with contemporary the central character, Sandra Echols.
Betty Broome, Dusty Davis, Peggy Van hear. Just Before Dawn, a crime doc- developments in European countries." It is through her devotion that holds
Reeth, Mary Rudasill, Jinx Miller, Hyl- tor picture, starring Warner Baxter, Brideshead Revisited by Evelyn Waugh together the eccentric Echols family.
ton Haynes, Becky Rogers, Sarah Hod- will also be shown.
Evelyn Waugh's first new novel in Animal Fair is a genunie love story,
ees. Margaret Kenny, Betty Cox, Bar- ♦♦♦On campus Saturday will be that
three years, relates the story of the too enhanced by Sandra's gallant apbara Cabe, Betty Sue Airman, Frances heart warming special, Nob HilL FeaMarchmains as told by Captain Cha- proach to life. For Sandra is intelliConnock, Bob Monahan, Jennie Snow- turing in technicolor Margaret O'- vas Ryder who revisited their home,
gent, courageous, and an independent
den, Bertha Boswell, Gene Savage, Betty Brien as the little orphan who comes
Brideshead, in the war years. It is the
Lou Henshaw, and Boqie Hawk.
from Ireland to find her uncle. Instead story of Sebastian who drank to es- thinker.
TYPIST: Jo Shallcross.
of returning to Ireland she runs away cape bondage to his mother; of Julia
Her father, an unsuccessful but briland is taken in by George Raft who who defied church and family by her liant scientist, is dead. His shadow is
THE BREEZE THIS WEEK
runs a nightclub with Constance BenIS BEING EDITED BY BETTIE nett as his leading lady. George fin- marriage; and of Ryder himself, who always with Sandra although his greatwas irresistibly drawn within the fam- est failure was in his relations with
NORWOOD, DUE TO THE AB- ally meets Vivian Blair, the red head
ily circle.
his children.
SENCE OF EMILY LEITNER, of Nob Hill. The happenings after
Mr.
Waugh
at
the
beginning
of
the
Animal Fair is a meaty and dramatic
EDITOR. MARGARET REID IS that include heart breaks, joys, elecv
ACTING AS ASSISTANT EDI- tions, jealousies, adventures and—a I war, joined the British Marines and novel which could be enjoyed from beTOR THIS WEEK.
very touching ending.
after Dahar was among the first to ginning to end.
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AMONG NEW BOOKS

Before the UNO Security Council
mcmbers-J^d.an opportunity to lean
back and breathe a sign of a "job
well done, in regard to the settlement of the Russian—Iranian dispute,
Poland presented to them stern accusations
against
Germeralissimo
Francisco Franco's Spain. Wednesday, Dr. Oscar Lange, Polish delegate, charged the Franco government
with endangering the world peace,
sheltering Nazis, and aiding'German
scientists in "devising new means of
warfare."
The Spanish people have been consistently Nazi sympathizers since Mussolini and Hitler back in 1933, promised Francisco Franco they would
help him crush the democratic revoluton if he would let them use his
people as "guinea pigs" in order to
test their new war weapons.
United States foreign policy seems
to have taken a reverse in attitude.
We spent four years fighting the Facism we now seem willing to allow to
flourish in Spain. According to a State
Department release, "the United
States does not believe that a situation exists, the continuance of which
is ljkely to endanger *** the peace."
Stalin has been anti-Franco for
quite some time. Many pro-Russian
nations have broken and will continue
to break both diplomatic and economic relations with Spain. This is the
course that Poland would have the
United States and Great Britain adopt.
Last December France tried to
bring complaint before the UNO against the active part Nazis were
playing in Spain, but she was put off
by the American and British. February 26, France closed her border to
Spain, thus breaking relations with
the Falangists in power.
Not only does the Security Council
have Poland's accusations to ponder
over, but also Russia and Iran are
not altogether satisfied.
The Kremlin wants Iran's complaints wiped off the agenda, while
Iran insists that they remain on, at
least until May 6, the date all Red
Army troops are to be evacuated from
Iran.
Amid this confusion the Council
decided to adjourn Wednesday subject to call by the Secretary—General
Trygve Lie. Under the newly adopted
rules, the call must come within the
next 14 days.

Something To
Chat About—
By PHYLLIS EPPERSON
Complaining about present high
prices, one radio comedian said, "Do
y6u know that-three years ago, wool
brought bnly-72 cents a pound?"
The fall guy fell with, "And what is
wool worth today?"
"A 5 and 10 cents store."
On a crowded bus, this conversation
was overheard:
Girl: Who you shoving?
G. I.: Dunno, what's your name?
Did you see the two shadows creeping around the night the lights went
out on campus? It seems their ghostly
flight started as they emerged from
the door of the Breeze room. Steadily,
feeling and creeping slowly along, the
figures made their way towards Alumnae. Upon reaching the steps the two
dark things stumbled up the steps and
into the door but were soon back out
creeping down the steps and curiously
started across campus. About half way
back the lights blazed on to reveal the
forlorn figures of Bettie Norwood and
Dusty Davis with 3 candles.
The intelligence of the Madison girl
(Continued.on Paje 3)
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Easter Parade Looms Imposing
As Beau Brummels Lack Finery
By PEGGY VAN REETH
Ours is a pastel world. Today it is
beautifully colored and the symbolic
peace dove flaps happily again as
Easter approaches scarcely more than
a week away. The mere thought of
Easter produces various 'n sundry
visions. Our glamour-gals mentally
plan an eye-filling outfit in which to
strut in the Easter parade, while
others think of the wonderful opportunities afforded for eating, with raids'
on kief sister's Easter basket being
planned. It "might even be that the
Easter spirit has invaded us to the
point that we are anxiously Waiting
for the Easter Bunny himself. It's
been proven that there is a Santa
Claus after all, so why not a real-live
Bugs-Easter-Bunny? Holding a carrot
with one hand and a giant multi-colored spotted egg with the other—
what could be more charming than
this modern version of our favorite
bunny?
Peace time again brings forth the
return of young blood and leaves the
burning question of what this year's
crop of local-yokels will be wearing
what with the clothing shortage on
this fashion day of daze. Imagine
your Man greeting .you on Easter
morning bedecked in a painful array
of polka dots and stripes with a grin
which is appropriately sheepish and
how. You in your luxurious finery
walking with a multi-monstrosity,
churchward way, calls for patriotic
fortitude! Remembering the Alamo,
you swallow hard and nonchalantly
open the door clinging like the
drowning man at the -omnipresent
straw with the hope that your big
blue orbs aren't accustomed to daylight and that it will go away in a
second. Another look proves that the
illusion isn't—and with a hopeful gander at the slender white box he carries, you proceed daintily to gnaw at
the)tight ole string until lo and behold! Eek, and what have you—are
you seeing right yet?

CHAT ABOUT

?

(Continued from Page 2)
is definitely not what it used to be.
For instance, there were three girls
who decided they wanted boiled eggs,
two hard and one soft. So, they placed
all the eggs in one pan of water but
Alice Sherman couldn't understand
how that could work. After much explanation and persuasion, she finally
blurted in desperation, "But how are
you gonna' tell which one to take
out"?"
In health ed., not long ago, Mrs.
Johnston called on a class member to
tell her where the kidneys are located.
As the girl began, the instructor walked over to* the skeleton1 and put her
hand in the correct position asking,
"Here?"
"No, in the back."
"Do you mean outside the shoulder
blades?"
"No, inside and under them but in
the back."
This went on until Mrs. J. said,
"Well, suppose you come up and show
us what you mean."
The girl did. As she turned the skeleton around, she made the startling
discovery that the skeleton was turned with its back to the class while
she had thought it was facing them.
You did say something about having
your glasses changed, didn't you,
June?

Hammer Heads Choral
Vlannie Hammer was recently elected
new president of the Choral club. The
other officers were Katherine McMannaway, vice-president; Jessie Comann,
secretary; Lila Springmann, treasurer;
Virginia Moffett, librarian; and Sarah
Powers, reporter.

There amid the green waxed efforts
of the florist lies regally a cluster of
red roses. Hiding your dismay, swallowing again, you glance at your chic
fushia suit with the new winged look,
wishing like mad you knew how to
use them! But our heroine comes
through with flying colors. Memories
crowding and shoving, she looks with
.her shiny 20-20's at the gold homing
pidgeon perched, on the lapel of the
forsaken suit and with a broadening
smile decides what makes her date
the best-dressed man in the Easter
parade forsaking everything else.
Cheers for this lil' lady!
So kiddies, the moral of this story
at Easter is—whether you're out for
orchids or asters, marshmallow men
or . . . am I kidding, let us remember
that all that glitters is not gold as we
keep in mind how we spent last Easter like sheep in a fold!

CALENDAR
Saturday, April 13—Movie, '.'Nob Hill,"
Wilson auditorium, 7:30 p.m.;
dancing after movie, Reed gym.
Sunday, April 14—YWCA Vespers,
Wilson auditorium, 1 ;45 p.m.
Wednesday, April 17—French club
sponsors play, Wilson auditorium,
12 noon.
Thursday, April 18—Easter holiday
begins, 12 noon.

Books On "Sahara"
In Library Exhibit
In connection with the Freshman
Class Day speaker, the library has on
display R. V. C. Bodley's book Wind
in the Sahara.
On display along with Col. Bodley's
book are Sahara, The Great Desert by
E. F. Gauitier and Out of Africa by
Isak Dinessen.
'

"Living History" a selection of books
about journalism has been placed on
a table in the upper hall of the library.
This selection of books about newspapers and newspapermen includes
such books as Freedom of the Press
by George Seldes, Jazz Journalism by
ETHEL F. RADSKIN
Patsy Phillips is back in classes after Simon Michael Bessie, and Barriers
recuperating from a case of measles Down by Kent Cooper.
in the infirmary.

This'/?' That

Hoover Elected President

0

Elaine Sarnoff of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Betty Hoover was elected president
visited a friend on campus last weekof
the Granddaughters club to succeed
end.
Martha Lee at a recent meeting.
Helen Hinton, who graduated from Other officers who were elected at
Madison in '45, visited her sister, Cath this time are: vice-president, Ru{h
Younis; secretary, Julia Smith; and
erine, and friends on campus.
treasurer, Gladys Voorhees. These
o
Dot Dickinson and Taffy Savage had girls will be installed at the next
a head-on collision in the Oldgirl-New- meeting.
girl softball game Tuesday afternoon.
Dot, with a nose fracture, and Taffy
were in the infirmary.
0

'

Junior Sisterhood To
Hold Initiation

Barbara A. Rinker, a 2-year business graduate of Madison, married
William S. Talley Saturday, April 6,
at 4:00 p.m. at the Episcopal Church
in Claymont, Delaware. Mary Elizabeth Russell was maid of honor and
Jane Kirwin, brides-maid. (Incidentally, "Jack Saddler," she sighs, "was
head usher.") A reception and dinner
party followed the ceremony.
After honeymooning in the Poconos, the Talleys will attend the U. of
Delaware where Bill is studying engineering.
o

The Junior Sisterhood will hold
initiation ceremonies Wednesday,
April 17, at 7 p. m. At this time, one
new member will be added to the
club, Audrey* Spiro, a first quarter
freshman from Brooklyn, New York.
Starting at sundown Monday, these
girls as well as Jews all over the
world, will ^ommence with a sedar,
the observance of the Passover holidays commemorating the sparing, or
passing over, of the Jews in Egypt
when the first-born of the Egyptians
were smote.

Lois Prits has become engaged to
Owen Anderson of Chesterton, Maryland.

COL. BODLEY

Lois, who graduated last year and
belonged to Alpha Sigma Tau, is teaching now in Kitzrniller High School,
Kitzmiller, Maryland.
o
Anna Bowman, Joy Hulbey, and
Selma Oppleman were the guests of
Ruby Anne Horsley in Lovingston
for last week-end.
Helen Rorrer came back from home
last week-end with.a diamond. The
lucky fellow is Bill Allison, and Helen
could only tell us she thinks he's
"Just wonderful."

(Continued from Page 1)
ing a philosophy of life. In Col. Bodley's form of expression, "the Arabs
never fuss about things that do not
matter. And they really have discovered what matters and what doesn't
matter." The speaker's philosophy,
realized during his 7 years with the
Arabs and employed ever since to
maintain his peace of mind, and his
advice to his audience is this: "Ask
mournfully reminisce."
yourself if it really matters. Never

Only Best Win
In journalism
By BERTHA BOSWELL
. The war is over and those women
who plan to enter the field of journal- Tonight at 8 p.m. over WMBG, "Citism will find themselves up against stiff ies Service Highways in Melody" featcompetition. The G. I.'s are returning ures Paul Lovalle, conducting the orfast, claiming their old jobs and crowd- chestra and choir and Vivian Delia
ing out those who are, not made of the Chiesa, soprano, as soloist. The orbest; this means men ast well as wo- chestra playing "All Through the
men. Ilie best way to insure your fu- Night," Dessa Chiesa singing "Play,
ture in the field of writing is study, Fiddle, Play" and the choir's rendition
deep and thorough, into the course of ■of "Doctor, Lawyer, Indian Chief" will
Journalism and subjects oustide which constitute only a portion of the proare of the utmost importance to a gram.
At 9-30 p.m., WSVA presents "Walwriter. A few of these are, English,
tz
Time," music in dance tempo (by
writing, thorough knowledge in geneBob
Hannon, Evelyn MacGregor and
ral history, psychology, typing and
Abe
Lyman's
orchestra.)
shorthand. These subjects are of
great value for journalism is a means Saturday—
At 8 a.m., WMBG offers a World
of distributing information necessary
News
Roundup, a complete coverage
to democracy, it. helps to insure a
of
the
morning news.
well-informed public and elaborates,
"Rendezvous
with Destiny," a speand in order to pass news to the pubcial
two-hour
program,
will be prelic, a Writer must be well versed in
sented over WSVA at 2 p.m. in trimany fields.
bute
to the memory of Franklin DelaNew fields opened regularly while
no
Roosevelt.
The program is history
the war was on and since the end of
as
reflected
in
the speeches of the late
the war thus affording well-trained
president.
Complete
in every detail,
people to work into good jobs. Here's
where the young women of today the program will include an orchestral
should place themselves. Examples of scene, based on a symphony dedicated
the different possibilities are these: to the late president.
At 4:30 p.m., over WSVA, sue EuroSociety Editor, Cub Reporter, Writer
pean
countries are represented in the
on Home-making; Fashion Scribe,
musical
wanderings of the "First Piano
Beauty Oracle, Advisor, Philosopher
Columnist, Writer of Sucess Stories, Quartet." Selections from MendelsShopper, Political writer, Sports writer, sohn, Bach, Brahm, Chopin and others
Woman's Page Editor, Children's Page are played.
Fred Spielman, Viennese-born comEditor, Woman Editor of magazines,
poser
of popular tunes will be the guest
Syndicate writer, Field Editor or
of singing star, Jack Owens on "Tin
Teacher.
A beginner should have his writing Pan Alley of the Air" over WMBG at
properly criticised. This will be done 5:45 p.m. Jack, the Vagabonds, and
by agents and editors, not to be your Jimmy Blade and his band will inpit falls but rather to show you your troduce Spielman's latest song "You
mistakes and help you to improve Shouldn't".and narrator, Johnnie Neblett will tell, the story of Spielman's
yourself, and in the end be on top.
Three Madison alumnae have ach- first hit in the U. S., "Shepherd Sereieved sucess by just such methods: nade."
Dolores Pholen who is now w'th the Sunday—
Over WSVA at 2 p.m., Eugene List,
Richmond News Leader, Sue Quin
brilliant
pianist, will return to "Harvest
who is now with the Richmond Times
of
Stars"
as guest. The program will
Dispatch, and Marion Watkins, who
be
dedicated
to the life and music of
went into a small newspaper field in
the
late
George
Gershwin. It should, by
Ashland, Va. J
\
all means, be noted as a five-star entertainment.
At 4:30 over WMBG, the "RCA Victor Show" will present a number of
Seven students participated in the well-known songs, among which are,
weekly music recital which was held "You Won't be Satisfied' 'and "Flight
in the Recital Room Wednesday, of the Bumble Bee."
April 10, at 5 p. m.
All 9 p.m. "Manhattan Merry-GoMarceline Berman played the first round" over WMBG, features Thomas
movement of Beethoven's "Sonata, L. Thomas, baritone and Marian McOp. 2, No. 1 in F minor" and'"To a Manus, soprano. They have a wide
Dwarf" by Scher was played by selection of popular songs—"Gimme a
Venita King.
Little Kiss," "Oh, What it Seemed to
Bach's "Two-part Inuention, No. 1" Be" and "Tomorrow is Forever."
was played by Bessie Hawk and
The "American Album of Familiar
Mtyra Fensterwald, accompanied by Music" with Donald Dame, tenpr,ijean
Jane Tate who sang "Mattinata" by Dickenson and Margaret Daum, soTosti.
pranos and Evelyn MacGregor, conThe duo, "Air in D Major" by tralto, at 9:30 over WMBG will also
/Bach and Maier was played by Mary be packed with familiar tunes.
Elizabeth Hillman and Virginia . To close the days listening in grand
Cook.
fashion the "Hour of Charm" will render, among others, "Begin the Beguine," "Ponciana," and "The Palms."

Students Participate
In Weekly Recital

Barbara Wensel Takes After Dad,
A Physicist, Contrary To Old Adage Richard Chase Is

The sling Dusty Davis is wearing
around goes to show what happens
By TAFFY SAVAGE
from falling during a softball game
It is always said, 'Like father, like
in physical education.
son," but in the case of the "Wensel
■
o
Family" it is "Like father, like daughJean Sutton broke her leg doing a ter."
slide into base during a softball game.
Mr. H. T. Wensel has been one of
o
the government personel on research
Some other softball casualities are for the atomic bomb during the past
Dot Quails who was knocked out as three years. In two of these, he was
first baseman when someone ran into stationed at Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
her, and Elizabeth Miller who broke and worked directly on the atomic
her finger catching the ball.
bomb project there..
o
Mr. Wensel received his degree at
Jenine Guile from Orange, visited Washington University in St. Louis,
Phyllis Downer Friday and Saturday. Missouri and got his Ph.D. at Johns
Lillian Faukner came up with Jenine Hopkins in Baltimore, Maryland.
to spend the week-end with her sister,"| Recently, Mr. Wensel has been
Betty.
technical advisor of a motion picture

on the atomic bomb, The Beginning
or The End. His future plans consist
of observing the atomic bomb experiments which are to take place in the
South Pacific this summer.
When asked whether she knew any
of the atomic bomb secrets, Barbara
replied, "While living there in Oak
Ridge, I had no more idea what was
going on than the next person." She
Was very impressed with the people of
Oak Ridge and thought they were
"very interesting."
Barbara graduated from the Oak
Ridge High School and came here to
Madison, later moving to Chevy
Chase, Maryland. She is majoring in
chemistry and mathematics.

Assembly Speaker
Mr. Richard Chase, nationallyknown figure in the American
Country Dance field, will be on campus May 6.
He will speak in assembly on the
general subject of folk dancing in
America and will teach and lead some
Early American Country Dances in
Reed Gym Monday night.
At present Mr. Chase is the president of the Virginia Folk Dance Association. He is the author of a number of books including "The Jack
Tales," a collection of adventures
written in mountain dialect and centered about Jack, a young mountain
boy.

J

THE BREEZE

Freshmen Win Clashing Victory Committee Prepares Porpoise Club Holds 'Round The disc
Annual Statement Classes For Scouts
Over Oldgirls In Softball Game On Past Programs
The Oldgirl-Newgirl Softball game
brought a clashing victory for the
.freshmen in a 15-5 score Tuesday afternoon on the upper field. The two
teams stood "at an 11-11 score in a
game played on Friday afternoon,
making it necessary to play again.
The freshmen got an early lead on
the Oldgirls which they retained
'throughout the- game. Mary Ellen
Nethers, Newgirl second baseman,
made the only, two home runs scored
during the game with hard driving
over the opponents' heads. The Oftlgirls never lost confidence .until the
frosh made a double-out in the last
inning.
Gracie Lee Van Qjwfc, softball sports
leader, kept the Oldgirls' catcher, Jo
Sue Pate, on her toes with her swift
pitching. Taffy Savage, starting pitcher
for the Newgirls, collided with Dot
Dickinson who was running to first
base. This put both girls out of the
game and into the infirmary. Savage
was replaced by Jean Shelley, fresrlman solftball leader, who held the Oldgirl batting average down to a scant
percentage. Lynn Mitchell did a nice
job of catching for the Newgirls.
Miss Reid not only umpired the
game but sent the two casualties of the
afternoon limping to the infirmary.
Batteries for the Oldgirls were: Van
Dyck, Kash, Mapp, Hartman, Pickrel,
Davis, White, Pate, Michie, Thompson
and Dickinson.
Battries for the Newgirls were:
Shelley, Savage, Williams, Hall, Nethers, Scott, Albritten, Eggborne,
Goettling, Johnson and Mitchell.

METHODIST OFFICERS
I

(Continued from Page 1)
Other chairmen are: material, Jessie
Beaman; recreation, Mildred Ritchie;
power, Jean Collie; publicity, Rebecca
Settle; Wesley Scroll, Gloria Garber
and Earnestine- Gillespie; distribution

Frosh Softball Ten
Defeat Sophomores,
Leading 15 To 6
The freshmen softball team got off
to a safe lead against the sophomores
Thursday afternoon and wound up
with a 15-6 victory.
In weather too cold for good softball, the freshman pitcher, Jean Shelley, and catcher, Lynn Mitchell, repeatedly sent down the best sophomore batters. Mary Ellen Nethers,
the freshman second baseman, played
her usual steady game, but her previous batting record was pushed by
Taffy Savage and Jean Shelley, each
of whom made a home run.
Jo Sue Pate and Jane Pincus, sophomore pitcher and catcher, respectively, worked hard to hold down the
freshmen batters. Cora Mapp, shortstop, pocketed the majority of flies for
the sophomores.
Gracie Lee Van Dyck, softball
leader for the school, was an alert umpire for the game.
Batteries for the freshmen were:
Goettling, Shelley, Hall, Savage*, Williams, Eggborn, Scott, Nethers, Mitchell, Rosazza, Albritton, Rorrer, and
Johnson.
Batteries for the sophomores were:
Pate, Pincus, Mapp, Ball, White,
VVyatt, Yeatts, Jarvis, and Cameron.
This game did not reach the expectation of the upperclassmen; the
Freshman victory was unmeasured.
From all appearances, the Newgirls
are off to a successful season.
of "Wesley Scroll," Betty Board; publication, Elinor Short; dramatic in
worship Mary Edwards; attendance,
Danny Broome; membership, Ebic
Copely; social, Gladys Kemp; and intermediates, Bobby Hawk.

The last date having been closed for
the 1945-46 assemblies, the committee
in charge has just prepared its annual
statement showing the variety of programs included during the season. The
Assembly Committee consists of the
presidents of the four classes; Mabel
Holt, senior; Mary Jane Fulton, junior; Mary Lee Moyer, sophomore, and
Marianna Howard, freshman; and five
members of the faculty appointed by
President Duke; Dr. Armentrout, Dr.
Frederikson, Dr. Hounchell, Mr. Logan, chairman, and Miss Shaeffer.
This joint committee is a coordinating group which undertakes to work
with the student organizations in arranging a series of well-balanced programs. No organization with a definite
proposal has been refused a program.
In various instances the committee has
provided,' funds to supplement what
the organization could afford to pay.
During the session thirty programs
have been arranged; 13 have been
sponsored by student organizations and
students have participated in the same
number. College tradition has set up
certain programs, for example, the four
class days, three convocations, a farcwell-for-Christmas, and a "moving-up"
day. For most of these the committee
merely advises, the selection being
made by others.
The committee points out that the
remaining 21 programs show the following variety: science, 4; music, 3;
dramatics, 2; public affairs, 2; religion, 2; foreign affairs, 1; rhetoric, 1;
dance, 1; typography, 1; journalism,
1; poetry, 1; food economics, 1; and
Americanization, 1.
The four class days also showed
variety: a movie actress, a scenarist,
an impersonator, and a world traveler.

4-H Alumnae Re-Elects
Jo Garber As President

Jo Garber was re-elected President
of the 4-H Alumnae club, at a meeting held last night.
Other officers who were elected are:
Janice Stockton, vice-president; Frances Ann Minar, secretary; and Ellen
Charlie Spivak Sets a steady dance
Patterson, treasurer.
tempo for "You Can Cry on Somebody
The club decided to write to the
Else's Shoulder" and "The Bells of
county 4-H in order to obtain a proSt. Mary's." His smooth, sweet trumject for their club.
pet dominates each tune along with
The Assembly Committee offers Jimmy Safader's vocalizing. Both sides
are perfect for dancing.
this further analysis of the 30 proDavid Rose comes through, again
grams: 5 Madison College.'professors
with "One Love" and "Humoresque."
have spoken and 5 men from other
The ^sensational string arrangements
colleges, namely Swarthmore, Fordoffer grand entertainment.
ham, Union, Ithaca, and the Univer"The King Who Couldn't Dance" is
sity of Virginia; the Governor of Virspoken by Gene Kelly to a musical
ginia; the president^of the college; 3
background. It's taken from the scene
clergymen, 1 Catholic, ,1 Jewish, 1
in "Anchors A weigh" and with a printProtestant; 1 publicist; 1 naturalist;
ed score of words it offers both an
1 poet; 1 newspaper editor; and.1 1
amusing and entertaining album.
banker.

John W. Taliaferro Sons'
JEWELER
■ ■'■«

ASK THE STUDENT WHO'S
BEEN THERE

Loker's Shoe Repairing Shop
Delivery Service Resumed
Phone 86-R
45 E. Market St.'

Diamonds, Watches and
Silverware
'Hamilton, Bulova and Elgin'

^■•■miiiiiiiiiliiliiiitiiiiHllimiuiiimiii

50 South Main Street

WE INVITE YOU TO

THE

On Friday night, April 5, the Porpoise Club began a series of swimming
classes for the Boy Scout troops of
Rockingham County.
Ora Thompson, Peggy Van Reeth,
and Marie Parotta were the lifeguards
for the two troops who began Friday
night. The boys are earning their first
class scout badges in swimming and
will- be up for more instruction in the
near future.
■ •

By FRANCES CONNOCK
Connie Boswell really turned in an
outstanding performance on, "But, I
Did" and "Something Sentimental."
Connie's slow southern drawl is full
of expression but the instrumental provided by Vic Schocti could be greatly
improved.
The Andrews Sisters and Guy Lombardo pair together well in their latest
offering, "Johnny Fedora" and "Money
is the Root of All Evil." The latter is,
much the better.
Frank Sinatra's, latest "Oh What It
Seemed to Be" and "Day by Day"
are up to his usual standard.
Bing Crosby's latest offerings are
both from his newest picture, "Road
to Utopia." In his swingy tempo he
give's forth with "Welcome to. My
Dreams" and "It's Anybody's Spring."
Both seem to be tailor-made for Bing.

NOVELTY-NEWS CO.

EASTER
IN ALL ITS GLORY WILL
SOON BE HERE

GREETINGS
BUNNIES
GIFTS'

Markey's
Valley Gift Shop

WARNER
BROS.

STATE

Week of April 15
Monday, Tuesday

W A R N ER
B R O S VIRGIHIA
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
April 15, 16, 17

Don't despondtry a

DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF NURSING
DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA
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FrM booklet: "WARDROBE TRICKS". Write Judy Bond, Inc., Dept B, 137b B way, hVY. II

L
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• Applications are now being considered for the next class which
will be admitted October 3, 1946.
Only one class is enrolled each year.
Admission is granted only to students who have completed at least
one year of College, including College Chemistry, and College Biology
or Zoology.
The B.S. degree in Nursing is
conferred upon successful completion of the three-year nursing
course and 60 semester hours of
acceptable College credits.
Tuition cost is $100 per year for
three years. This covers the cost
of instruction and maintenance.
Loan Funds are available after
the first year.
The Duke University School of
Nursing is located on the Duke
University campus, and nursing
students are entitled to all facilities
of the University.
For complete information write to
The Dean, Duke University School of
Nursing, Duke Hospital, Durham,
North Carolina.

TOUCHED
WITH
GREATEST*
RICHNESS
WARMTH!

Wednesday, Thursday
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ALSO

—Stage Show—
PATSY JEAN
AND HER

HILLBILLY PALS
Thursday and Friday
April 18-19

BlITHE SCWffi

Stage Show at
3:30-7:30—9:32
Friday and Saturday
DEAN.

In Blushing Te<hni<olw? f^J^P^v

Saturday, April 20

GENE AUTRY
'Git Along Little Dogie'

Formal TAVLO*
ChMI THUHDIRCLOUO

